
Data Visualization

Seeing the forest and the trees.
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This is a hands 
on, interactive 

class.



And you thought you were safe.



What do we mean by 
Data Visualization?

“Our perception of patterns in the objects that we see is 
fundamental to the sense-making process. Pattern perception 
supports abstract thinking.”  

Stephen Few of Perceptual Edge from “Visual Pattern Recognition”

Data Flow

Force Directed

In the simplest terms, data viz is a process/discipline of 
turning raw data into visual depictions of that data by 
means of visual “cues” such as color, size, and location.

This will become clear in a few slides.



Edward Tufte, in his book “Visual Explanations”, 
asks… 

“What are the standards for evaluating visual evidence, 
especially for making decisions and reaching conclusions?”

“Visualization provides a powerful means of making sense of data.  
By mapping data attributes to visual properties such as position, 
size, shape, and color, visualization designers leverage perceptual 
skills to help users discern and interpret patterns within data.”

Jeffrey Heer – Stanford
Ben Schneiderman – Univ of Maryland
“Interactive Dynamics for Visual Analysis”

“…many claim that data visualization often answers 
questions they didn’t know they had.”  Accenture



Raise your hand if your 
eyes went straight to 
the red text 
on the bottom of the 
previous page.



Let’s Dig In



Pattern Recognition

Our brains are hardwired for this.
We recognize through visuals.



How many patterns can we find?



And now, how does our perception of
the patterns change?



And now, how does our perception of
the patterns change?

Slight changes can give us different ideas.



Proximity



Proximity



Proximity



Similarity



Similarity



Similarity



Similarity



What does 
size mean?



What does 
size mean?



What might size mean here?



Network Diagram



If we can understand how 
perception works, our knowledge 
can be translated into rules for 
displaying information.

Colin Ware, Information Visualization: Perception for 
Design, Second Edition (San Francisco, Morgan 
Kauffman, 2004), xxi



Methods

Matching Data Types to Visualization



Temporal – time based data
Line chart



Temporal – time based data
Filled area chart



Quantitative data – 2 variables
Scatterplot



Quantitative data – 2 variables
Scatterplot We don’t want this!



Quantitative data – 2 variables
Scatterplot

We want this!



Product data (relationships) – multivariate
Parallel Coordinates Chart



Data on Crime Rates



Standard Visualization





Let’s take a look 
at some

files.



Open boxplotfromexceldata.fex



Components:
• Median – the number in the middle of 

the set when sorted in ascending 
order.

• Min – The smallest number in the set.
• Max – The largest number in the set.
• Lower Quartile(Q1) – the median of 

the numbers smaller than the set 
Median.

• Upper Quartile(Q3) – the median of 
the numbers larger than the set 
Median.



Q3

Q1

Median
Max

Min



What 
happens if 
we look at 
the same 
data in a 
different 
way?



Open worldmarketsscatter.fex



I have the code for this – email jeff_hendrickson@ibi.com to get it.

mailto:jeff_hendrickson@ibi.com


Quantitative and Continuous vs Categorical

Data Types



Quantitative information forms the core of what 
organizations must know to operate effectively.  
The current emphasis on metrics, Key 
Performance Indicators(KPIs), Balanced 
Scorecards, and performance dashboards 
demonstrates the importance of numbers to 
organizations today.

Stephen Few “Show Me the Numbers”



First a few distinctions or rules.
Two dimensional graphs usually have one quantitative scale and one categorical scale.

Categorical - Interval



Exception - Scatterplots
Two quantitative scales.
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Explanatory vs Exploratory
Explanatory visualizations show charts/methods 
against known metrics or queries.  We know 
what we want to look at and the vizzie helps us 
see it clearly.

Exploratory visualizations help us find the 
questions that we may be missing.  We don’t 
know what we’re looking at or looking for.  A 
good vizzie in this instance will help us discover 
new ways to look at our data and will allow us to 
find anomalies or deeper patterns.



Explanatory – Focused Investigation

This is a chart that will run daily, weekly --- at regular intervals for reporting.



Explanatory



Explanatory

Who sees our problem here?



Parameterization

r



Parameterization

r

r

The numbers are so vastly different that the small amounts are almost invisible.



Parameterization

Back to start – we can use paramaterization.



Parameterization
To get to here - optionally.



Parameterization
And then to here – Oceana only.
Open popinmillionsregiongrowth.fex



vbulscatternomarkers – not in your image



Let’s explore a bit.



vbulgooglefilterscatternomarkers – not in your image

Sometimes the live preview will look like this.
You wonder if it’s working or not.



It’s working.





Parabox
Known in the industry mostly as Parallel Coordinates.



Open parcoordsvbul3000aspfilter.fex



We’re going to 
fix it to make this.



Here’s what it will look like in Live Preview



Open vbulsmirk1bar.fex



Good example of how a bar chart can be used for exploratory analysis.

It’s not important for us to know the specific dates yet.



This is important because of the trend it shows.



This can be either very good, or very bad.  It depends on
the metric that we’re analyzing.



Target Revenue



Costs Incurred



Costs Incurred

Maybe this is a yearly occurrence.



This is why “CONTEXT” and 
“INTENT” are so important to us.



Your 
turn.

Deeper
Dive.



You are 
finished!


